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Pakuranga College Year Senior Prizegiving 2017  

Principal’s Address, Michael Williams 

 
Ka Tangi    Te titi                                      (Te Te te) 
Ka Tangi     Te Kaka 
Ka tangi    Hohi ahau  e                                (hor he) 
Ti hei  Mauri Ora 
Ko   Ō-hui-a rangi     te maunga 
 
Ko   Tāmaki te Awa 
 
Ko   Ngai-Tai te mana Whenua  
                 
Ko    Pakuranga Kareti te Kura  
 
E mihi nei   ki-a koutou 
 
Tena koutou     tena koutou,    tena koutou katoa 
 
Ko tenei te mihi      ki nga tini aitua                           ( I  tua) 
 
kua mene ki te po,   Haere, haere, haere 
 
E  nga iwi             E  nga Matua             E nga Whaea 
Ki   a  korua  Taini    me  te    whanau    kere on e 
Nau mai   Haere mai 
Tena koutou  katoa 
 
Welcome to Mr Simeon Brown MP for Pakuranga, Pam Stone Former Principal and our other distinguished 
guests, parents, staff and students. 
 
Thank you for joining us this evening as we celebrate the achievements of our senior students. 
 
The Principal’s address is my chance to share with you my reflections on the year, to congratulate those who 
have achieved great success and to acknowledge and thank those who have made that success possible.   
 
Looking at student successes it is clearly impossible to try and acknowledge all of the out-standing 
performances of the year, but I cannot let the opportunity pass without acknowledging the breadth of 
success our students have enjoyed. 
 
Academically our students continue to achieve outstanding results in both NCEA and Scholarship.  
Importantly, the academic success doesn’t stop with the NCEA assessments.  Our students have also involved 
themselves in an increasingly vast array of academic activities with great results in a range of competitions 
from Language, Debating, Biology, Geography, Music, Mathematics, and Science.  One of the many Highlights 
would be Samuel Chen’s success in the ICAS mathematics competition, later this term at the ICAS awards he 
will be presented with his medal for the top mark in New Zealand in Year 13 Mathematics. 
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Success in all of these activities underlines how diverse our curriculum is, how much we seek out authentic 
learning experience and that real learning is not limited to what can be assessed in formal examinations. 
 
In Culture and the Arts we had another busy year.  The school production, Frankenstein, was extremely 
popular.  Stage Challenge, Dance showcase, Music evenings, KBB music, and the Culture Night were all great 
successes and again highlighted the amazing talents of our students.  Just last week another reminder of the 
artistic talent that surrounds us with the annual Art Department exhibition and the Media Studies film night. 
A stunning level of work yet again. 
 
On the sporting front we have continued to perform at the top level in a wide range of codes. Right across 
the sports spectrum it was a fantastic year with increased number of student’s involved and great results,  
 
The highlights for me were: 
• The continued growth in the number of teams. We now have 21 teams in both Netball and basketball, 

20 Badminton teams and 16 Table Tennis teams along with all of the rest of the sports. 
• Rugby the 1st XV coming 5th in the 1B competition our best result ever, a memorable season finished off 

in the final game with a comprehensive win over Macleans (the first time we have beaten them!) 
• Rugby League deserves a mention winning the senior A competition  
• Our Touch team were 3rd in the regional competition earning a place in the National Condor 7’s 

tournament later this year, again a first for the school.  
• And finally in sport the thing that really impresses me is the number of senior student and former 

students coaching and managing teams. This really is one of the strengths of our programme and comes 
back to the culture we have within the college.  

 
At the Sports Awards evening last week it was a pleasure to be able to acknowledge so many students 
achieving outstanding success, representing the college, the region and New Zealand. 
 
While all of these successes, In the Arts, sport and academically are great and as important as it is that we 
celebrate them, it’s the foundation they are built on that is the real highlight.  The amazing learning focused, 
caring culture within the school and the talented and hardworking staff that bring it to life. 
 
This year has been a quiet year on the property development front after last year’s big building programme. 
But lots of work has been going on behind the scene over the last two years trying to find ways to modernize 
the Rae and Rive blocks, every design we tried became ridiculously expensive. Even a project to re-roof a big 
part of the tech block was costed at more than the block is worth!  
 
I have to admit I was getting very frustrated, but when the Minister of Education visited the school in term 
3, I used the opportunity to start at the top. I am pleased to announce that we have been given approval for 
a new 2 storey, 12 classroom block. Design should start within the next few weeks and construction next 
year.   To get the deal we have had to commit to investing close to a million dollars of our own money into 
the project, but the benefits are significant and it means that our long term property development plan is 
back on track. 
 
This year I have had the opportunity to be challenged to think about the impacts of technological advances 
on society and education in particular. I (like you probably) just accepted technological change without really 
thinking too much about the trends and where it is heading.  
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We tend to live in the here and now but I was given the chance (and the prompting) to step back and look 
at the wider picture and the potential future impact of these developments. We all know that technology is 
changing and that the rate of change is getting faster. 
 
As a school I think we are future focused and look to the future. We have done a good job so far but the 
change that is coming is called exponential growth – remember the exponential growth curve in math’s 
starts off going up slowly and then gets steeper and steeper very quickly. The point where the curve starts 
to bend up fast, the inflexion point, is where many experts believe we are at with technology.  
 
If you think change has been fast up until now the next 5-10 years will be like an explosion. There are a 
significant number of technologies, which are all at this critical stage; Robotics, Artificial intelligence, 3D and 
4D printing, Synthetic Biology, Digital Medicine, Nano technology, Wearable technologies, sensors and the 
internet of things, crowdsourcing, computing power. 
 
Just think a year ago driverless cars we really science fiction or scientists playing – none of really believed 
they would happen any time soon. Now most would think not if but when, we are now seriously talking 
about how it will change or society.  
 
A Language translator - Like in the movie hitch hikers guide to the galaxy, the translator fish, it now exists – 
it’s not a fish simply an ear bud. In Star trek – DR bones uses a medical scanner when anyone is sick, it now 
exists and is better than 70% of doctors. Artificial intelligence – in the news last week there was a story about 
a humanoid robot “Sophia” she was interviewed at an event in Saudi Arabia, answering questions, she has 
facial expressions, and movement.  Only made the news because she was given Saudi citizenship!  I also 
found clip of her on the UK TV show good morning. 
 
When you go home tonight google baby X, it’s an Artificial intelligence, at this stage it doesn’t have a robotic 
body it’s just on a computer screen, but it is developing like a baby learning emotions, communication etc.  
‘growing’  at a very fast rate  sound a bit like science fiction, probably happening in some big high tech 
organization overseas, but no; it’s right here in Auckland University. 
 
These smart robots are already having an impact in health care/service industry and education.  I read about 
an online course there the AI answers questions and gives feedback! (And the students all though it was a 
person they were chatting online with.) Chat bots are becoming increasingly common. 
 
So what will the future look like?  I don’t know. What will the jobs you will be doing be?  I don’t know. 
 
I like the ideas on Chinese American professor Yong Zhao - don’t try and complete with computers  
Focus on what they can’t do; be human. Focus on what it is to be human - creative, innovative, imaginative, 
empathetic. 
 
The World Economic Forum, in a paper ‘The Future of Jobs’ - Stated that; “on average, by 2020, more than 
a third of the desired core skill sets of most occupations will be comprised of skills that are not yet 
considered crucial to the job today. Overall, social skills - such as persuasion, emotional intelligence and 
teaching others - will be in higher demand across industries than narrow technical skills, such as 
programming or equipment operation and control. In essence, technical skills will need to be 
supplemented with strong social and collaboration skills.” 
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The world economic forum categorised these 21st Century skills into 3 groups 

 
 
You are probably thinking I’ve heard those things before – you have within STRIVE CONNECT RESPECT 
REFLECT and CREATE. 
 
So while I was initially shocked/scared/blown away by the technological change that is coming (and still am 
to a large extent), when I have dug into the big question.  Have we done you justice by preparing you for 
your world, my answer is yes. 
 
Because whatever changes are coming, we have worked hard to ensure you have got the foundation 
literacies, the competencies and the character qualities to empower you to lead the future. 
 
In the exciting ride ahead hold onto those skills, keep honing them and go back to them. Bringing our focus 
back to here and now, and the reason we are here tonight –to celebrate the achievements of our students. 
 
To our prize winners, we congratulate you on your success; you fully deserve the praise and 
acknowledgement you receive tonight. We know that the results you have achieved are no accident; to 
achieve at this level you have had to work hard.  I acknowledge and applaud your commitment to excellence 
– you exemplify our motto “Reach for the Skies”. Congratulations to each and every one of you.  
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I would like to thank our Head Students, Andrew, Carmen, Meg and Nigel.  Student leadership continues to 
be a significant strength of the school and being a head student is a challenging role. You can be proud of 
the great job you have done. You have provided real leadership in the college. 
 
I would also like to acknowledge and thank the many student leaders who have been involved in the various 
student councils.  In particular, the leaders of councils, the house leaders, and the peer support leaders and 
the coaches of numerous sports teams; you have all led your teams well and your leadership has had an 
extremely positive influence on the Pakuranga College community.  
 
As Year 13 students you have grown accustomed to having amazing, dedicated teachers who genuinely care 
about you as an individual and as you move off to University next year you will quickly start to really 
appreciate how much they have done for you.  I would encourage you to take a moment over the next few 
days and say thank you to those staff who have been as influential in your development as they have guided 
you from shy, awkward Year 9s, to the confident, articulate young adults you are today.  
 
For our Year 12 students: 

As you know Student leadership is very important to us and continues to be a significant strength of the 
school, I would like to challenge you to think about what that means for you. Next year you get to be year 
13! The privileges; mufti, going out at lunchtime and freedom. The additional autonomy in the classroom 
as a learner, but the price you have to pay is high in terms of the expectations we have of you. 
 
What sort of role model will you be? How will you give back to the college? How will you make this place 
even better for those that follow you? I am really looking forward to seeing you take another step up, for 
many it will be the year that defines you. 
 
To wrap things up I want to emphasise that the success we experience as a college is down to a lot of 
people and I would like to acknowledge and thank them. 

Firstly all of our Year 13 students, your secondary school journey is coming to an end and your focus is shifting 
to the next exciting chapter in your life. Each and every one of you has contributed in your own way to the 
college, we thank you for getting involved, making a difference and for the partnership we have shared over 
the last 5 years.   We wish you all the best in the next step in your journey.  But don’t forget the partnership 
doesn’t stop here, we would love to see you back here next year helping the next generation as tutor, sports 
coaches and managers  
 
To our support staff, I would like to publicly thank you for the many hours you have put into making this year 
so successful – without your work the school would very quickly grind to a halt.  Thank you for all that you 
do for the college and our students.   
 
I would like to thank Mr Middleton and  Board of Trustees for stepping up to the challenge and the work you 
do in providing direction and for your support of the staff; we appreciate your commitment to the college. 
 
To the senior leadership team and the heads of Faculty, I would also like to acknowledge the work you have 
done.  It is your drive and commitment that continues to move the school forward. 
 
To the teaching staff, thank you for another great year.  I think you continue to do a tremendous job and I 
commend you on the way you continue to embrace professional learning and your commitment to the 
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learning focused, caring culture in our school.  It is through your attitude and hard work that we continue to 
be a leader in education. 
 
To the parents thank you for your support, your willingness to come to meetings and events and for helping 
coach so many of our teams. We have truly enjoyed our partnership with you. 
 
It is through the collective efforts of everyone that we make Pakuranga College such as successful, dynamic 
learning community. Once again thank you to everyone for your contribution in making Pakuranga College 
such an exceptional forward-thinking, future-focused learning community.   
 
No reira      
Tena Koutou       Tena Koutou         Tena Tataou  Katoa  
 


